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LSD Designs was founded with one goal in mind, to 
create the most fashionable and high quality outdoor 
gear and accessories for those that not only enjoy the 
outdoors, but make it part of their everyday lifestyle. 

Researched, developed and designed in Osaka, Japan, 
LSD Designs strives to set themselves apart by creating 
a well-balanced line of outdoor gear that can withstand 
Mother Nature’s toughest elements and endure the 
demanding use necessary for those that aim to make 
their life a never-ending adventure. We continue to raise 
the bar by producing rugged outdoor gear that can 
withstand the abuse of extreme conditions yet at the 
same time, is noticeably fashionable and represents an 
image built by today’s adventure seekers.

Our values shine through our products and are 
constructed by a team of individuals throughout the 
globe, whose passions make up of fishermen, hunters, 
climbers, surfers, skiers, snowboarders and a slew of 
other sports that promote the human love for nature, no 
matter the elements they face.

Corroborating with BIOVEX, we at LSD Designs strive to 
achieve greater platforms by producing a product line 
that assists our customers in accomplishing their 
greatest goals. Our mission statement is simple and is 
the very premise of our company stance on life, which 
directly reflects the name in which we embrace…Love 
Soul Dream.



HIP BAG TUNED



HIP BAG TUNED

Front Side with Top Shoulder Belt

Hide-able Waist Belt

Main Pocket with 
Detachable Ziplock Bags

Side Pocket with 
Water Resistant Zipper

Plier Holder

Front Pocket

Water Bottle Holder

CAMO BLACK



ONE SHOT SIDE



Front Side

Front Pocket

Side Pocket with 2nd Plier Holder

Main Pocket

Water Bottle Holder and Plier Holder

ONE SHOT SIDE CAMO BLACK



ONE SHOT FOOT BAG



ONE SHOT FOOT BAG

Front Side

Back SideMain, Front, Side Pockets

Water Resistant Side Pocket  
with Plier Holder

One Touch Detachable Shoulder Strap

Water Bottle Holder

CAMO BLACK


